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Arcules Enhances Video Security with
a Cloud-Native Vision
Unified cloud security platform achieves 15 percent TCO savings by scaling
with Google Cloud instances enabled by Intel
Since the shift from analog security systems to IP cameras and digital
streams, video security has struggled to catch up with the rest of the
cloud-based world. Incumbents in the industry are just beginning
to explore the potential of containerization. Some providers may
think they’re taking advantage of the cloud, but they’re just running
on-premises software on a virtual machine in the cloud. As a result,
these solutions are still very much limited by the same on-premises
shortcomings: the approach is hypersiloed, overly complex, not
scalable, and costly to maintain.

Challenge: Tapping the cloud’s scalability
“Why should customers want to take
their cameras to the cloud? Because
you can simplify your infrastructure,
make it simpler to use, and have
single-pane-of-glass control over all
your devices.”
—Jeff Kunzelman, CTO at Arcules

When it comes to deploying video surveillance through a cloud service provider
(CSP), most customers have concerns. How many cameras and databases can the
cloud really support? Isn’t it more cost-effective to select on-premises or hybrid
solutions? Will the video streams—and the corresponding data—be secure?
These questions reveal that many people are still thinking in linear terms when it
comes to the cloud, when they should be thinking exponentially. The cloud offers
elastic scale, which expands and increases resources automatically to meet a
client’s exact compute needs. But the market is evolving, and today one company
is breaking new ground and reshaping the way people think about—and deploy—
video surveillance in the cloud.

Solution: Elastic scale with cloud-native thinking
Arcules provides an open, unified cloud security platform that runs on Google
Cloud N2 instances, enabled by 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors.
Intel® processors, with built-in acceleration libraries such as Intel® Deep Learning
Boost, are at the heart of the solution and help enable total cost of ownership
(TCO) savings of 15 percent compared to previous-generation processors.1
Greater per-core performance and memory bandwidth2 also help the Arcules
platform to deliver resilience and elastic scale to support compute-intensive
multimedia workloads that are common to video security environments.
In addition to agility and scalability, hosting the service in the cloud offers a
number of other qualified benefits and convenient, cutting-edge use models from
which customers can derive significant value. One such benefit is the ability to
manage thousands of camera streams from any single internet-connected device,
like a laptop or tablet. Jeff Kunzelman, CTO at Arcules, refers to this as “singlepane-of-glass” control: “Why should customers want to take their cameras to the
cloud? Because you can simplify your infrastructure, make it easier to use, and have
single-pane-of-glass control over all your devices.”
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How it works: Connecting edge to cloud
The Arcules solution is an open platform that empowers
customers to use existing video surveillance investments.
Customers can use the IP camera systems they have already
installed and connect them to the Arcules platform for
discovery and integration. IP cameras can connect to edge
devices to identify sensors and alarms, as well as door
controllers and card readers, and all the data from these
devices is funneled to the Arcules platform. All of this is
delivered via self-managed onboarding, so customers don’t
need to schedule an on-site technician. Arcules also supports multiple locations and thousands of cameras and
devices, all while delivering responsive performance for
video access and playback. Kunzelman comments, “Just
because it’s in the cloud doesn’t mean it’s not fast.”
Arcules hosts its solution on Google Cloud N2 instances,
built with 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors. Google

Cloud manages and maintains the infrastructure. The
Arcules platform runs in containerized, software-defined
environments that scale resources automatically based on
the compute needed at any given moment. It also balances
workloads based on available nodes to ensure continual
service uptime for Arcules customers.
On-premises solutions typically depend on server
architecture with several CPUs, high amounts of RAM,
and expensive RAID storage, all of which need to be
performant and fault tolerant. However, with the Arcules
unified cloud platform, on-premises infrastructure is merely
shepherding data to the cloud and hardware requirements
are much lower. Not only can Arcules customers spend less
investment on hardware, but they can also spend less time
managing hardware, patches, and licenses.
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Figure 1: Data flow of the cloud storage‒based video security offering from Arcules.

Single-pane-of-glass control
From the cloud, Arcules customers can access all of their
video streams and access data from the Arcules web interface
or the Arcules native Android and iOS apps. A customer can
have complete access to their surveillance platform from a
single connected device, be it a laptop, tablet, or smartphone.
Additionally, Arcules offers fine-grained user privilege
control, so customers can delegate access to specific
cameras, areas, and security data to specific teams within
their organization. For permissioned users to access video,
it’s as simple as downloading the Arcules app on their

preferred devices or logging into the Arcules portal from a
web browser. The app offers intuitive navigation and ease
of use, perfectly viable for team members of any technical
level. Kunzelman states, “We thought our customers
would consume the Arcules app in traditional ways, and
we developed an hour-long training program. Customers
asked for it to be shorter, and the final version ended up
five minutes long.” Users can access video data anytime,
anywhere, and it’s all managed and viewed in the cloud.
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Key features of the Arcules cloud security platform

Figure 2: The Arcules user interface offers simplicity and
intuitive design to help navigate between different security
concerns.

Kunzelman attributes many of Arcules’ offerings to the fact
that their system was designed specifically for the cloud.
“You couldn’t do this with on-premises systems. Everything
is too siloed, and when you try to scale, everything gets
connected in weird ways. It’s too clumsy to manage
efficiently.” However, both incumbent service providers
and the majority of customers in the industry still think in
terms of what they can deliver and control with on-premises
infrastructure. “This comes up over and over again in our
conversations with clients. They ask, how many databases
do you support? How many users? What if I have five or
500 employees? But that’s not how the cloud works. Things
won’t break with 10,000 devices and 10,000 hours of video
uploaded per day. You can scale as high as you need to
and still maintain speed and quality. We built Arcules from
the ground up with this kind of thinking, and Google Cloud
enabled by Intel supports Arcules’ initiative to simplify
scalability and give customers the power to grow.”

Overcoming massive multimedia I/O needs

Kunzelman calls this “cloud-native thinking,” a philosophy
that supports a number of the platform’s key features:

The key challenge in any cloud-based security platform is
the need to store a massive volume of multimedia data while
also guaranteeing low latency to access video playback
in a responsive manner. Kunzelman states, “We have the
opposite problem of a service like YouTube. With YouTube,
you have countless hours of content that gets accessed
constantly. With video surveillance, you have the same
volume, but it’s almost never watched. When an incident
does occur, the customer needs to access a video playback
instantly.” 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors in Google
Cloud N2 instances deliver 40 percent more processor
frequency and support for higher memory bandwidth
compared to Google Cloud N1 clusters. 2 These capabilities
allow for more-responsive video playback and streaming, an
essential service within the Arcules offering.
Arcules engineers have optimized the system to deliver
video playback under one second of latency, and they are
constantly fine-tuning the system to ensure that delays
are as short as possible. Google Cloud instances deliver
responsive data access for every tier of storage, so even with
cold storage options, there’s no performance penalty. Arcules
can continuously archive video streams to the cloud, with the
option to preserve specific videos and incidents for long-term
access, according to industry regulations per each customer.

Camera agnostic: Arcules works with more
than 3,000 IP cameras. Customers aren’t locked
into specific models, and they can choose
the camera that is right for them. The Arcules
platform will discover and connect supported
devices automatically.
Automated alerts: Arcules can issue alerts to
designated personnel whenever conditions are
met for a specific zone. For example, Arcules can
send an alert to a specific person if the number
of people in an area exceeds 25.
Web-based and native apps: Customers can
access their video streams from any internetconnected device through the intuitive webbased interface or from the native iOS and
Android apps on their smartphone or tablet.
Specific streams for specific teams: Arcules
offers granular control over user access levels,
allowing customers to choose who within their
organization can log in to access video and
location data, with the option to delegate control
to as many or as few users as needed.
Meets common security standards: Arcules
helps meet a growing number of security
standards, including SOC 2 Type 1 and many
elements of GDPR.
Follows human rights principles: Arcules does
not scan, recognize, or track the identity of
persons. The platform abides by Intel Global
Human Rights Principles.
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Why choose Google Cloud enabled by Intel
When the Arcules engineering team set out to find the right
CSP to host their platform, not any provider would do.
Kunzelman states, “Speed was the biggest priority for us. The
next-highest priority was a willingness to collaborate. A lot
of providers wouldn’t engage with us because Arcules wasn’t
big enough yet. Google Cloud had the premium networking
features we were looking for, and they gave us access to
project managers to help orchestrate everything.” Two years
ago, Arcules deployed their platform on Google Cloud N1
instances, which ran on different flavors of server CPUs.
Google Cloud N2 instances are the first general-purpose
instance from Google with a predefined Intel processor: the
2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processor.

Automatic scaling with Google Kubernetes Engine
Yet another massive benefit for the Arcules team in using
the Google Cloud enabled by Intel was access to the Google
Kubernetes Engine (GKE). This service added automatic
load balancing and autoscaling to the Arcules platform,
meaning that anytime an Arcules customer needed more
N2 resources to support additional video streams, the GKE
service would launch new containers automatically. GKE
could then balance additional workloads and containers
across all N2 instances without human intervention. This
allowed the Arcules engineering team to focus less on
operations and more on developing their feature set and
delivering a high quality of service.

An instant performance boost at the flick of a switch
With guidance from Google, Arcules moved key workloads
from N1 instances to updated N2 general-purpose instances
to measure the difference. The 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors helped the new clusters achieve greater
efficiency, culminating in a 3.76x per-core performance
increase for video streaming workloads and a 15 percent TCO
decrease.1 “It was a very simple process and didn’t require
any rework of our code,” Kunzelman states. “Originally, we
were only vaguely aware that Intel® CPUs were being utilized
in these cloud instances. Ever since, we’ve become intimately
familiar with all the incredible features and benefits that the
Intel Xeon Scalable processors have to offer, and they are
one of the primary reasons we put all of our workloads on N2
instances.” The CPU performance boost ultimately delivers a
more flexible cloud security platform for Arcules’ customers,
with the ability to support more video streams.

Operational ease with managed infrastructure
One of the key benefits of using Google Cloud Platform is that
Arcules can depend on Google Cloud’s extensive expertise and
the sheer number of Google engineers who run and manage
the platform. This allows Arcules to operate at a higher level
in terms of multimedia data storage—dealing in petabytes
of data—which would ordinarily require tremendous
investments in infrastructure and training. Data security is
also a primary concern not just for Arcules, but also for their
customers. Kunzelman says, “CSPs, like Google Cloud, have
world-class expertise in data security. They’re far ahead of
typical enterprises.” Google Cloud enabled by Intel offers the
security of Google’s private network, which means that Arcules
and their customers can trust their data in the cloud.

A future vision for video in the cloud
This is just the beginning of the story for Arcules. Inspired
by the instant TCO savings made possible with the
switch to N2 instances and 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable
processors, they’re now looking into further optimization
efforts. Kunzelman says, “In our trials, we’ve been able to
achieve in the range of 30–50 percent more performance, 3
depending on utilization.” Arcules is also investing in new AI
and analytics capabilities, which should help deliver even
more value to their customers by mining insights from their
massive data ocean. With a high ceiling of possibilities and
the backing of Intel-enabled Google Cloud instances, Arcules
can multiply the success of its cloud-native strategy.

“… we’ve become intimately familiar with
all the incredible features and benefits
that the Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors
have to offer, and they are one of
the primary reasons we put all of our
workloads on N2 instances.”
—Jeff Kunzelman, CTO at Arcules

2nd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors in
Google Cloud N2 general-purpose instances:

15%

lower total cost of
ownership (TCO)
vs. Google Cloud N1
instances1

3.76x

more performance
per core for video
streaming workloads
vs. Google Cloud N1
instances1

40%

more frequency
vs. previous-generation
processors2

Coengineered,
rearchitected,
and optimized

for Google Kubernetes
Engine
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Learn more
Arcules Video Cloud Security Platform

About Arcules

Bring your own cameras, access video surveillance anywhere,
and benefit from unlimited scale with the Arcules cloudbased video monitoring platform.

An open platform built to scale, Arcules, a Canon
Company, is reinventing the video monitoring industry
with video cloud IoT offerings in an accessible,
intuitive, unified solution.

Learn more ›

arcules.com

Google Cloud Compute Engine
Unlock business transformation with scalable cloud services,
including general-purpose N2 instances that deliver a good
balance of price and performance.
Learn more ›

About Google Cloud
Google Cloud empowers businesses with cloud
services that deliver layered infrastructure, intelligent
monitoring and control, privacy, and transparency.
cloud.google.com

Google Kubernetes Engine
Help reduce operational overhead with the secure, managed
Kubernetes service featuring four-way auto scaling and
multicluster support.
Learn more ›

2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors
Optimize your infrastructure for specific workloads,
accelerate time to insights, and deliver breakthrough
performance from multi-cloud to the intelligent edge.
Learn more ›

1. Source: Internal Google Cloud measurements. N1 cluster average transactions per CPU% measured at 141.82 vs. N2 cluster average transactions per CPU% at 533.50. N1 cluster monthly costs of
USD 820.37 vs. N2 cluster monthly costs of USD 699.12.
2. “CPU platforms,” Google Cloud website, 2020. https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/cpu-platforms.
3. Source: Internal Arcules measurements.
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